INSTRUCTION MANUAL
JIANGSU FRANCE BED CO.,LTD
NS SERIES ELECTRIC NURSING-CARE BED
85620-8900EN-140625
Please confirm the models and specifications list of all parts
NS-NM32C-WH
NS-NM33C-WH

Preface
Thank you for purchasing our nursing-care bed.
This manual records some notes to ensure safe, proper use of your bed.
● Please read this manual carefully for your safety.
● Save this manual for later reference as needed.

Copyright © 2015 JSFB All Rights Reserved
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1． For your safety

Drawing instruction
This instruction manual and product use the following symbols to ensure proper, safe use of the product
and to prevent possible injury to users and damage to property. Be sure you understand what each
symbol means before reading each instruction.

Failure to heed the warning may result in death or serious injury.
Failure to heed the caution may result in personal injury or property damage.
The symbol indicates a prohibited act.

The symbol indicates a required act.

The symbol indicates a prohibited act.

Installation

Our products

Please use the side rail and mattress produced by our company according
to the specification. In order to avoid big gap and accident when using
other products.
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The installation and disassembling of the nursing-care bed should be operated by the
professional staff in our company. Don’t install and disassemble by yourself in order to avoid
big accident.
Please use on the flat place indoor. Don’t use outside or in the
bathroom in order to avoid looseness, deformation or accident.

Flat
place
indoor

Please insure the intensity of the bed. Besides, please take care when
installing in order to avoid damage to the surface of the floor.

Please avoid exposure to direct sunlight and the blowing of
air-conditioner. Besides, don’t place the appliance near the bed such as
stove to avoid deformation, discoloring, crack and fire.
Please don’t put the bed in high-temperature and wet place to avoid
deformation, bend, rust, mold and damage.
Please make sure the Head&Foot board and the casters are locked to
avoid accident.
Please place the bed away from obstructions, such as wall and
furniture. Don’t place anything around the bed.
●Head/Leg side and wall：over 10 cm.
●broadside and wall：over 5 cm.
In order to avoid damage to the surroundings and cause accident and
malfunction.
Don’t put things above the bed in case that they fall down during
earthquake and cause injury.
AC220V

Please use the power supply of AC 220V, 60Hz to avoid fire and
electric shock.
Please don’t place the power cord under heavy objects to avoid damage
to the cord and cause fire and electric shock.
Please insert the plug into the outlet directly, and don’t insert several
plugs at the same time in case that it will exceed the capacity of the
outlet and cause fire.
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Using

When you operate the bed, it may make your symptom worse. So
please follow doctors’ orders when using to avoid accident.

Don’t let children play around the bed and place the remote
control out of reach of children to prevent accident.
When adjusting the back section, please let patient’s head on the
side of the back section and lie on his/her back to avoid the
discomfort of the patient.
When operating, please watch your step and confirm the safety of
users, the surroundings and underneath of the bed. If you are
aware of some danger, please stop operating at once. Please pay
special attention to the use of side rail to avoid injury or damage.
When users are up to or out of the bed, please adjust the bedstead to the level state for
avoiding destroying the bedstead or accident.

Please adjust the bed to the suitable height to avoid the risk of
falling down. It is suggested to set the bed to the height which
enables users to sit on the edge part of the bed or lower position.

When passing through the band to fix the side rail or air mattress ,
careful handing should be requested to avoid injury or damage

Please don’t let the people, who can’t operate the remote control correctly or can’t press the
button exactly because of changes in physical condition, please don’t change to avoid accident.
This bed is for adults. Please don’t let the children under 12 use.
Besides. Please don’t let the people who don’t understand the
instruction manual and notice label use to avoid accident.
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Please don’t let your body squash under the bed or between bed
plate and frame to avoid injury.

Please don’t sit on the said rail and Head&Foot board to avoid
injury and damage.

Please don’t jump, stand or sit on the bed when rising to avoid
injury and damage.

The product is used by one person and can’t be used by 2 persons
at the same time to avoid major accident.

The rated working time of motor is two minutes. Don’t use
continuously over two minutes. When you need to use next time,
please wait for enough time and let the motor cool down to avoid
malfunction.
Please don’t put the cords in the gap of side rail to avoid accident and damage when the back
section is rising.
The max load of bed is 1700N (about170KGS) (the max weight of
user is 135KGS). Don’t use if the weight of the user and
accessories is over 170KGS.
Please don’t use if the bed, side rail and bed crank is broken to
avoid fire or accident.

Please don’t get on and squeeze yourself off the bed through the
gap between side rails to avoid major accident.
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Under 1700N

If it works abnormally, please disconnect the plug out of the outlet then check carefully while
referring to the item “If there are situation as follows” in this manual. If it still can’t work,
please stop using the bed, disconnect the plug out of the outlet and contact our customer
service or distributor.

Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet when you don’t use in
a long time or there is a power failure, thunder and earthquake to
avoid accident and damage.
Please hold the plug instead of the cord when disconnect the plug
out of the outlet to avoid fire and electric shock.

Please keep tidy around the bed regularly to avoid accident.

Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet when moving the bed
to avoid the damage to cord.

Please keep locking of the casters except moving bed to avoid
accident caused by unintentional movement.
Please release all the locks of the casters when moving bed. Don’t
move on the uneven ground to avoid damage to casters and bed.

Please install the side rail and move slowly when moving patients
to avoid injury.
Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet immediately when the
cord is damaged (expose the core or broken) to avoid fire or
electric shock.
Please press the button of the remote control one by one according to your need. Please don’t
press the wrong button or press several buttons at the same time to avoid accident and damage.
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Please hang the remote control on the outside of Head&Foot
board, side rail when not using.
Security

Please pull out the security key and power plug if not using or
prohibiting from using the remote control to avoid accident.

key

Please disassemble the Head&Foot board when caring the head or foot of patient to avoid
damage.

Don’t smoke on the bed to avoid damage and fire.

Don’t pull the plug with wet hands to avoid electric shock.

Please don’t scratch process, bend, pull, distort, bundle, put in, coil
and heat the power cord or remote control cord to avoid fire and
electric shock caused by damage.
The motor, remote control and other electric components can’t be
wet with liquid like water and drinks.

Don’t press the button forcibly or with using sharp objects like nails to prevent damage to
button.
Don’t drop the remote control to the ground, also don’t drag it or pull it strongly to avoid any
damage.
Don’t hold the head&foot board to move bed to avoid damage.
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2． Names of components
● Names of components and the working schematic diagram.
● Please check the location and contents of notice labels as shown below on the bed.

.

Cover plate of back section

Remote control

※Max bending angle 72 degrees

※up of back section, foot section
and bed deck

Foot board
※can be dismantled

Head board

Notice label Ｃ（INSIDE）

※can be dismantled

Notice label B

Power cord

Pedal
※In case of the total locking system,
possible to lock or release all the
caster simultaneously just by
stepping on the pedal

Power plug
Cover plate
section

of

foot

Caster

※Max bending angle 23 degrees

※ Each caster can be locked or
released separately, in case of
separate locking system

Notice labelＡ

● There are items needed special attentions in the notice label.
● Please don’t peel or soil the label.
Notice label A

Notice labelＣ

Notice label B

Model name and specification
JS－①②③④／⑤
① means dimension of mattress
Ｎ：850（W）×1950（L）
② means driving method
Ｍ：electro-motor
③
means the quantity of motor
３：adjust the angle of back section+ foot section+ the height of bed
④
means the type of casters
２：twin casters with separate lock(d=100mm)
３：twin casters with total lock(d=100mm)
⑤ means the design of board
PC1

WL2/WB2

Design of board
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3． Using the bed
1．Preparation
Please carry out as follows when using for the first time.
● Please place the bed at flat place without any obstructions around the bed and make sure the length
of power cord is enough for the plug to insert firmly.
● Please confirm that the remote control works well.
● Please make sure the length of power cord is enough for adjusting the bed to top.

Before operating, please confirm if there are people or stuffs around, especially pay attention
to the side rail.
Please press the button one by one according to your need.
The rated working time of motor is two minutes. Don’t use continuously over two minutes.
When you need to use next time, please wait for enough time and let the motor cool down to
avoid malfunction
2．How to deal with the power cord of remote control
If you want to change the location of remote control, please get the power cord from the inside wire hook
of bed frame, pass through from the upside of motor and fix on the wire hook at the side you like.
Wire hook

The cord for remote control

3．How to install the mattress stopper
First hook the stopper on the foot side of the bed frame from below. Then make sure that bulge the holes
on the stopper should match with the holes on the foot side of the bed frame. After that, firmly fit the
bulge in the holes.
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4. The installment and disassembling of Head&Foot board
Please keep the lock catch up when disassembling the head&foot board. When you install the
head&foot board, please also keep the lock catch up and lock it after installing.
Head board

Lock catch
Buckle A
Buckle a

Foot board

Notice labelＣ（Inside）

Head
side

Upper-layer
frame

Foot
side

Bed cover plate

5．How to use remote control
● Please press the button one by one when operating the bed. Immediately after pressing the button ,
the bed starts to work with lamp illumination.

Operating lamp（show working）
Button for back section
△Up for back section。
Button for foot section

▽Down for back section。

△Up for foot section。
▽Down for foot section。
Button for back&foot section
△back&foot section moves up at the same
Button for height adjustment

time of。

△ Up of the bed。

▽back&foot section moves down at the same

▽ Down of the bed。

time

three motors type remote control
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6. How to use the security key
● Pull out the security key attached at the side of remote control. The remote control won’t work.
● Please use the ball pen to release the security key.
● The remote control works again once inserted the security key.

Security key

Security key

Ball pen

The bed will not work if there is no security key or the security key isn’t inserted firmly to the
end.

7．How to operate the casters
Separate locking casters
● The bed has four casters.
● If you step on the pedal of any casters, it will lock the caster.
● If you loosen the pedal of any casters, it will release the casters.
● Two or more casters should be always locked to fix the bed on the floor except moving bed.
Total locking casters
● The bed has four casters.
● If you step on the pedal, it will lock all the casters.
● If you loosen the pedal, it will release all the casters.
● All casters should be locked by pedal on the floor to fix the bed except moving bed.
Separate locking casters

Loosening state

Locking state

Total locking casters

Loosening state
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Locking state

8. How to adjust the angle of back and foot section
● The angle of back and foot section can be adjusted separately or synchronously by pressing the
button of remote control.
The rising of back section
● Easy to get up.
● Easy to eat and read as the backrest.
● Ease the burden of the caregiver.

The rising of foot section

（The picture shows the foot section is

● Using when the feet are swollen or need to lift up.
● It is recommended to lift up your foot section
firstly to prevent the slipping of back.

rising）
Back section＋ foot section
rising synchronously
● The back section and foot section can be moved
synchronously.
● Rising synchronously can prevent the slipping of
back
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9．How to use the function of rising and falling
● Press the buttons on the remote control, the bed can rise and fall.
Rising and falling
● The height of bed can be adjusted when you stand up from the bed.
● The height can be adjusted when transferring to portable toilet and
wheel chair. It is convenient for the caregivers to nurse in his/her
comfortable position by adjusting the height of bed.
● The bed could be slightly moved forwards and backwards during
the process of rising and falling. Therefore please keep distance
from the wall and furniture. Don’t place stuffs around the bed.
Head/Leg side and wall：over 10 cm.
Both sides and wall：over 5 cm.
How to use rising and falling
● The height can be changed, so the patient can stand up freely and
easy to transfer to portable toilet and wheel chair.
● Sit on the mattress with heels on the ground and bend your knees at
a right angle to the leg. This gesture is safety and easy to stand up.
● Please note that the height of mattress must be higher than the
surface of portable toilet and wheel chair when transferring from
bed.
● The height of the mattress should be lower than the surface the
patient sitting when returning back to the bed. Please adjust the
suitable height according to the differences of users.

● Please fully understand the operating instruction, after you confirm each of the function, please
use the bed with the mattress putting on the bed cover plate.
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4． Side rail
1.The aim of using side rail
● Side rail is used for preventing patients and the stuffs falling down from the bed.
2. How to install the side rail
● The side rail needs to be inserted to the installing hole.
Side rail

Inserting section

Installing hole
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3．Recommended side rail
● Following is the list of the side rails suitable for the product.
● Please confirm the name of commodity.
● The items which need to be noted are written on the notice label. Please don’t damage or soil the
label.
Recommended side rail

specification（mm）

Name of
commodity

material、coating、weight

Notice

Side rail
SR-100JJ

steel
epoxy powder coating
3.5（kg）

label

Name

of

commodity

Notice
label

steel
epoxy powder coating
3.5（kg）

Side rail
SR-106JJ
Name

of

commodity

Notice

Side rail
SR-300JJ

steel
epoxy powder coating
3.0（kg）

label

Name

of

commodity

Notice the label
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4．Recommended installing location
● It is recommended that the side rails should be installed at the following locations.
Recommended installing location

Head side：SR-100JJ

foot side：SR-100JJ

Head side：SR-100JJ

Near the head side： SR-100JJ

foot side：SR-100JJ

※Make sure users can see notice label from foot side.

Near the foot side：SR-100JJ
※Make sure users can see notice label from head side.

Head side：SR-106JJ

Foot side：SR-106JJ

Near the head side：SR-106JJ

Head side：SR-106JJ

Foot side：SR-106JJ

※Make sure users can see notice label from foot side
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Near the foot side：SR-106JJ
※Make sure users can see notice label from head side.

Head side：SR-300JJ

Foot side：SR-300JJ

Head side：SR-300JJ

Near the foot side：SR-300JJ

Near the head side：SR-300JJ Foot side：SR-300JJ

Head side：SR-300JJ

Near the head side：SR-300JJ

Near the foot side：SR-300JJ

Foot side：SR-300JJ
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5．Announcements of side rail
● The announcements of side rail are listed as follows.
The gap between side

Head board

rail and head board

The gap between side rails
The gap between side rail
and foot board

Side rail
Foot board

Please note the gap after installation

Users may fall down from the bed and get injured.
In case of the combination with thick mattress(like air
mattress),the height of side rail may be reduced, so please don’t
stride over the side rail. Please use the mattress of standard
thickness is recommended. Please confirm that the side rail needs
to be higher than the body’s centre line when lying on the side.
Otherwise, there will be a risk of falling down.
A gap may be generated after the installation of side rail on the
bed. Please don’t pinch your body (arms, legs, neck and feet)
between gaps to prevent hurt and threat to life.
Besides, it is recommended to use the safety products such as the
blanket and back cushion matched with side rail. Special attention
is requested to the users who can’t keep balance by himself or
herself.
Please don’t let users lean against the side rail tightly to avoid oppression to users’ body, which
may cause damage and threat to users’ life.
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Gap

There will be big gap if only using one side rail. Please pay
attention to that and be careful, especially for those patients
who couldn't carry out daily tasks on their own. Please notice
the gap between the mattress and side rail to avoid injury.

Gap

Gap

Gap

Please pay attention to the “V” shaped gap formed by the rising
back section and the side rail to avoid injury or threat to life.
Please use the special side rail to avoid falling down from the
bed. Besides, please install all the side rails (four) for users who
are easy to fall down.
Please remember to inform the user of the installation of the side rail before they go to bed.
Because some users may forget the existence of the side rail.
Please notice the side rail when getting on or off the bed. Please watch your step and be slow
to prevent the accident.

Please don’t put your body (arms, legs and head) into the gap of
side rail. You may be sandwiched during the rising of back section.
Please pay special attention to those who couldn't carry out daily
tasks on their own or who couldn’t be prospected what to do on
the bed. Please stuff the gap with back cushion. Please don’t be
sandwiched your fingers when wiping and changing the bed sheet.

Please don’t squeeze yourself to get on and out of the bed through
the gap between side rails.

Please keep the back section in the state of rising when you go
down from the bed.

Please don’t stand or sit on the side rail. Don’t stride over the side
rail to avoid damage and cause injury.
Please don’t let the infants use. Infants should use their special bed to avoid falling down from
the gap of side rail.
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Please make sure the side rail is inserted well in the bed frame to
avoid accident.

Please install and disassemble the side rail correctly and keep
parallel.
Side rail socket may be wobbled after long time use. Please
contact with customer service center or agent if it is not secure to
avoid accident.

Special attention is required for the users who can’t sit stably on the bed. In case they fall
down on the side rail and cause accident when rising.

Please don’t move the bed by holding side rail to avoid
deformation or damage.

Please don’t mend or remodel the bed by yourself。 Please contact with customer service
center or agent if mending is required to avoid accident.
Regular inspection is required to check if there is any abnormal condition on the bed.
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5． When loading and unloading using the forklift
● Please pay attention to the distance between two casters of the bed frame is 870mm when inserting
the gear shaping from the head side. Please don’t insert out of this scope.
● When inserting from the side of the bed, please notice that the scope is 443mm to 1594mm (starting
from head side) which is available for inserting. Please notice that the height of the bed surface
from the ground is 117mm.
● Some forklifts are not suitable, please consult the store.
● Please refer to the instruction manual of forklift when operating.
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6． Specification
AC220 V

rated voltage
Electrical
rating

60 Hz

rated frequency

250W（use continuously for 2 minutes）

rated consumed power
a：Width（Max outer diameter）

1004mm

b：Length between casters
(longitudinal direction）

1824mm
When separate locking casters are applied
(φ100mm)
263～623mm
（Adjustable distance：360mm）

Bed size

c：The height of the cover board
（From ground to the cover board） When total locking casters are applied
(φ100mm)
256～616mm
（Adjustable distance：360mm）
d：From the bed frame to the head PC1
WL2/WB2
board

460±10mm
460±10mm

e: From the bed frame to the foot PC1
board
WL2/WB2

460±10mm
260±10mm

f：Length（Max outer diameter）
Back section、 α ： Max inclining angle of back
Foot
（Knee）
section

2124mm
72 degrees

section
β ： Max

inclining

angle

of

foot(knee) section

The shape of the bed

23

23 degrees

steel
epoxy powder coating

Bed frame

resin molded

Material

polypropylene resin

Cover board
Resin head&foot board

Weight

polyethylene resin, steel pipe

JS-NM32

About 80kgs

JS-NM33

About 83kgs

PC1/WL2/WB2

About 10kgs

The length of power cord
Foot side

Double
casters
separatelyφ100mm

4m from the head side of bed frame
locked

Max load

Installing height 114mm
1700N(170KGS)

The thickness
and weight of the
applicable
mattress

Minimum thickness：30mm
Maximum thickness：190mm
Weight：below 20kgs

※If the weight of mattress is over 20KGS, please pay attention that the total weight including user’s
weight should not exceed 155KGS when using—the maximum weight of user is 135KGS.

7． The way to maintain
Please pay attention to the following items when cleaning the nursing-care bed.

Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet before cleaning.
Please disconnect the plug regularly and wipe the plug and the
surface of outlet with dry cloth to prevent the dust.
If dust adheres to the outlet, or the plug hasn’t been inserted to the
outlet completely, it may cause electric shock or fire.
Please don’t clean the bed by spraying water directly on the bed, It
may cause electric shock or abnormal action of the bed.
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Please don’t disassemble, repair or remodel by yourself, which
may cause fire, electric shock or the abnormal action of bed.

Please inspect regularly. Please tighten the screw if it has loosened.
Besides, please don’t use the bed if it is damaged, otherwise it will cause accident.
Please set the bed flat and lowest position when keeping the bed. Besides, please disconnect
the plug out of the outlet. If it is not adjusted to the lowest position, it may cause malfunction.
Please don’t use the organic solvent such as diluent, volatile oil or
gasoline, and don’t use abradant or decolorizer. Please have a test
firstly at the private place before you use the detergent bought on
the market.
Please don’t keep the bed in the place with high temperature, humidity and dust, which may
cause malfunction.
Please don’t put the bed on its side or make it stand. Otherwise it may cause accident or
malfunction.
● Please wipe the bed frame with dry and soft cloth. If there are stubborn stains, please use the
home-use detergent or soap suds to clean and then wipe it with dry cloth. Please don’t use the
volatile liquid, which may cause deterioration or discoloration.
● Please don’t clean the bed frame (including wood part) with water. Please wipe with dry and soft
cloth.
● Please confirm if the screw has loosened. If so, please tighten the screw.
● Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet when cleaning the remote control. It is not
recommended to use the undiluted detergent or solvent. Please use the diluted neutral detergent and
wipe with dry cloth. After the bed is completely dried, insert the plus to check each function of the
bed.
● Please disconnect the plug out of the outlet regularly to clean the plug and the surface of the outlet
with dry cloth.
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8． Inspection
To keep the original function of nursing-care bed and side rail over a long period of time, it is necessary
to do proper maintenance. For buyers, it is essential to keep checking the state of nursing-care beds and
assure to do the routine inspection regularly.
There are many components on the bed. As time goes by, each part could be gradually deteriorated.
Through routine inspection, big accidents could be avoided in advance to provide security.
1. Visual inspection items
Confirm that if there is any scratch or deformation by visual inspection and touching.
● Confirm if there is anything abnormal about the head&foot board, cover board, caster, side rail and
bed clip.
● Confirm if the side rails are out of shape and if the gap caused by transformation is in a tolerable
level.
● Confirm if the screw, bolt and relevant components has been fixed securely.
● Confirm if the labels are securely attached and if the instruction manual is preserved.
● Confirm if there is damage on the power cord or housing of electrical components (remote control
and motor).
2. Operation inspection items
Connect the power and check each motion with remote control.
● Confirm if the lamp illuminates.
● Confirm each motion of the bed.
● Confirm if there is noise when the bed is working.

If there is abnormal situation during the use of bed and routine inspection, please refrain from using or
stop using immediately and contact the distributor or the service center of our company. Don’t repair by
yourself.
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3．Routine inspection and adjustment.
For safety and longer use, please make routine inspection and adjustment for the following items.
（ ｉ ）

（ ｆ ）

（ c）

（ a）

（ b）

（ d）
（ ｇ ）
（ ｈ）
（ ｅ ）

Lubrication
Lubricate the moving parts. Lubricating is not necessary if there is no noise.
Lubricating points are shown in the above mentioned picture:
（ａ）two places（ｂ）two places（ｃ）one place（ｄ）two places
Routine inspection of screws.
There will be situation such as screw may be loosened and cause bed shaking under some conditions.
Please inspect the following screw sections.
（ｅ）The screws installing the casters（four places）
Confirmation of cords
Please confirm if there is damage on the cords.
（ｆ）The cord of remote control
（ｇ）Power cord
Confirmation of components
Please confirm if the components are loosened.
（ｈ）Hand crank
（ｉ）Security key
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9． Consumables
Durable years of consumables are 8 years after the termination of manufacturing and sales. The details
of main consumables of this bed are as follows. Some improper usage may reduce the working life.

Name

Remote control
(include the cord)

Probable cause
● The cord may bear overload power and cause breakage by coiling around
the side rail.
● The cord may be broken when it fell down on the ground and dragged
forcibly.
● The cord may be connected by stepping.
● Remote control may be broken by using the other things to operate except
fingers.

Power cord
Motor
All kinds of pins

Caster

● The power cord or plug may be broken by moving the bed with power cord
linked on the outlet.
● Motors may be broken caused by overloaded.
● The pins may be worn away by continuous moving with overloaded or lack
of lubricating oil.
● Casters may be broken by moving the bed forcibly when the casters are
locked.
● The locking structure may be broken caused by using locking function
instead of braking during the moving process,

10． Durable period
Durable period means the period which you can maintain the quality and safety through the
replacement and regular repair. The durable period is 8 years if routine inspections are carried out
according to instructions and used under specified conditions. However, durable period may be
changed according to the using conditions.
※ Durable period is not the same meaning as warranty period.
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11． If there are situations as follows
When you can’t operate the bed, please confirm the following items again before requesting for
repairing. If you still can’t operate even after checking following items, please stop using, disconnect
the plug out of the outlet and contact the distributor or the service center of our company.
Symptom

Probable cause

Remedy

Is the plug inserted to the outlet?

Please insert the plug into the
outlet.

The lamp does not light on even
after pressing the button of Is the security key on the side of Please make sure that the
remote control.
remote control out or about to security key is securely inserted
come off？
well.
The bed doesn’t work after
pressing the button.
(can’t carry out the specific
action)

Are there obstructions around Please
clean
the bed?
obstructions.

away

the

Have you operated the bed too Please wait untill the motor is
often?
cooled.

The bed cover board is not If something like quilt or blanket Lift up the cover board and get
is clipped between cover board remove the objects.
horizontal.
and side frame?
Are the screws loosened?
The bed is unsteady.

Please tighten the screws.

Did you install the head&foot Please install the head&foot
correctly.
board correctly?

The bed acts abnormally.

It is very dangerous if there’s
Is there any breakage on the any breakage on the power cord.
power cord or the cord of remote Please disconnect the plug out of
control?
the outlet immediately and
requesting for repairing.

The bed can’t be moved.

Are the casters locked?
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Please release the lock.

12． When there is a power failure or malfunction
● Please use the crank during a power failure.
① Please confirm the location of motors.
② Take out the crank under the frame.
③ Take off the cover of operating motor with fingers.
④ Insert the crank then rotate.
⑤ To make the bed fall, the back section and the bed height are clockwise, foot section is
counterclockwise.
⑥ Please let all parts that are removed to case of power failure back.

Foot

Hi-Lo

Back
②Take out the crank

④Insert the crank and rotate

③ Take off the cover
※No electrical operation when inserting the crank.
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13． After-sales service
When needing repairing
Please read the instruction manual carefully before repairing. If the abnormal situations still exist even
after inspection, please contact the distributor or service center of our company.
The contents you should prepare・・・address, name, telephone number, type of product, distributor,
date of purchase, malfunction or abnormal situation(detailed, information is preferable)
Service center
Our products are sold to you for using after strict inspection. If there’s anything abnormal, please
consult the distributor or service center of our company.

Contact No.：+86-(0)513-85222582

Service center

Reception time：Monday～Friday 8 o’clock～１2o’clock

13o’clock～１7o’clock

（Except Saturday、Sunday、legal holidays、beginning and end of the year、the holidays we appointed）

Manufacturer: Jiangsu France Bed Co.,Ltd.
NO.89

TONGJING

ROAD,NANTONG, JIANGSU
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